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Bulls end Hawks' season in East semifinals

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:53 p.m. Thursday, May 12, 2011 

The writing on the board had neither an asterisk nor room for doubt: “Plane leaves for MIA 2:30 on Tues.” 

The message was found in the Hawks' locker room hours before Game 6 of the Eastern Conference 

semifinals on Thursday night.

The Hawks could have canceled that flight at halftime. The Bulls, not the Hawks, will play Miami in the 

East finals.

The Bulls won the series in six games with a punishing 93-73 victory at Philips Arena. They open the 

East finals against Miami on Sunday in Chicago.

The Hawks had hoped to be back in Chicago that day for Game 7 and put pressure on the top-seeded 

Bulls.

“First of all, going into the series, no one thought there would be a Game 6,” Hawks coach Larry Drew 

said before the game. “I give credit to my players. I think they have stepped up to the challenge. We have 

nothing to lose. We are going to lay it out on the line.”

Instead, the Bulls poured it on the Hawks early and never let up as Atlanta's season ended in the East 

semifinals for the third consecutive season.

The Bulls said they were ready to finish the series because the Heat were resting, waiting for the winner. 

Chicago backed it up with a tireless, dominating effort in closing out the Hawks.

Chicago suffocated the Hawks with its trademark defense and sharply exploited Atlanta's double-teams 

against guard Derrick Rose. After taking a 27-15 lead late in the first quarter, the Bulls never let the 

Hawks get any closer than 10 points.

The Bulls put away the Hawks with a 6-0 burst early in the fourth quarter, capped by Rose's fast-break 

dunk. That basket put Chicago's lead at 76-55 and sent several Hawks fans for the exits.

Atlanta's unexpected postseason run ended with a whimper.

The Hawks had beaten favored Orlando in the first round and forged a 2-2 tie against the Bulls. They 

weren't discouraged by their 95-83 loss at Chicago in Game 5 because they came back to briefly lead in 

the final period after trailing big early.
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Atlanta players talked confidently about returning to Chicago for Game 7 with a chance for the franchise's 

first berth in the East finals.

“This is one of the biggest games of my career,” Hawks forward Josh Smith said before Game 6. “This 

team has something special. We don't want the season to end.”

Smith played that way early while sparking the Hawks with blocks, steals and aggressive drives to the 

rim. His teammates didn't match his energy, though, and the Bulls ran out to another big lead.

The Bulls led by 15 in the first quarter in Game 5 and were up 17 in the second quarter of Game 6. 

Smith's steal led to his fast-break basket and he scored again at the rim to trim the lead to 45-35 at 

halftime.

“As soon as we put our mind to playing defense, we will come back,” Hawks assistant coach Lester 

Conner said in an interview shown on the arena scoreboard at halftime. “We know we can come back. 

We were down 19 in the regular season [and beat Chicago] and down 15 in Chicago.”

The Hawks, doomed by their lackluster start, had no rally this time.

The Bulls shot 51 percent from the field in the first half. The Hawks prevented Rose from one of his 

scoring runs but the front court of Carlos Boozer, Luol Deng and Joakim Noah combined for 31 points 

and 14-of-20 shooting in the half.

Boozer took advantage of his matchup against 7-footer Jason Collins by taking him outside. Collins had 

to give Boozer space because of his advantage in quickness, and Boozer made high-arcing jump shots 

over him while scoring a game-high 23 points.

Boozer made 6 of 7 shots in the first half while leading all scorers with 13 points. He also had four 

rebounds, one fewer than the combined total of Atlanta's starting front court.

The Hawks continued with their strategy of trapping Rose to make him give up the ball. In another repeat 

of Game 5, Deng aggressively went to the basket when Rose passed to him out of double-teams.
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